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A thin crystal of Tb,,020 with a patch of Tb70r1 has been observed to reduce in the high-resolution 
electron microscope to TbzO? (C-type). In both cases the reduction occurred through a disordered 
intermediate stage which was of fluorite structure. The TbzOz was observed to grow into this 
disordered region in patches previously termed cooperutiue emergence in a nucleation controlled 
ordering process. Whereas transformation (reaction) between Tb,,Olo and Tb:O,?, for example. would 
be expected to be cooperative and displacive, the transformation to a C-type structure would be 
reconstructive and, thus, the intermediate stage of disorder is not unexpected. Direct observation of 
this intermediate stage in the reduction by high-resolution electron microscopy is an accomplishment 
unique to this powerful technique. ‘ i 1988 Academic I’rca*. Inc 

Introduction 

High-resolution electron microscopy 
provides the experimental conditions that 
allow the direct observation of discrete 
stages in some chemical reactions. This 
unique capability permits the determination 
of stages in the mechanism of reactions that 
have lifetimes at least of the order of a 
second. The image itself, as well as the 
optical diffraction pattern of the small area 
of interest, gives information concerning 
the homogeneity of the region being stud- 
ied. Homogeneity is of greatest importance 
in the instance of the occurrence of disor- 
dered phases since these could easily be 
masked by intermixed ordered phases. 

* Visiting from the University of Aix-Marseille III 
(CNRS-UA797), France. 

The TbO,-02 system, under conditions 
of importance here, consists of the follow- 
ing phases: Tbz03 (C-type), Tb70i1 (L), 
Tbii02,) (a), and TbOz. This represents the . . 
composttton region Tb01.s0-Tb02 “(). Al- 
though oxidation as well as reduction can 
occur during imaging conditions in the mi- 
croscope (I, 2) we apparently are only ob- 
serving reducing conditions in the experi- 
ments to be reported here. Figure I shows 
the projections of the unit cells of the 
phases of our concern. The dots along the 
lines of the images in the thin edges cor- 
respond to the dots in Fig. 1 representing 
columns of Tb atoms. It may require some 
magnification to see these dots along the 
horizontal lines of the images. 

In an earlier study (I), the incomplete 
reduction of Tb70,2 to Tbz03 was observed. 
In this earlier work because of the rapid 
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Tb,O, (8) 
C-Type 

TbO,., (Disordered) 

FIG. 1. A sketch along [211], of the projected unit 
cells of the L, 6, fluorite, and 4 phases of TbO,. The 
horizontal rows of black dots in the thin regions of the 
crystal imaged in Fig. 2 correspond to the dots repre- 
senting columns of metal atoms in this illustration. 

reduction there was a serious lack of time 
resolution so that the details of the reduc- 
tion were not apparent. The same can be 
said of the observations on the reduction of 
Pr70i2 and PrgOi6 in this same paper. Rele- 
vant conclusions in this earlier study were 
that disorder is probably a prerequisite to 
reduction since the C-type sesquioxide re- 
quires a reconstructive transformation from 
the ordered R70i2, R90i6, R,i020 (R = Pr, 
Tb). The C-type oxide appeared to nucleate 
on the surface of the crystal at any possible 
site and spread laterally and deepen to give 
patches that were not coherent when grown 
to impingement, as would be expected of 
random nucleation. This process was 
termed “cooperative emergence.” 

We emphasize again that, whereas the 
transformation between Tbii020 and TbTOi2 
is expected to be cooperative and displa- 
cive (3), the transformation from either to 
the C-type would be expected to be recon- 
structive. 

Experimental Part 

Specimens of TbllOzo were prepared by 
equilibrating hydrothermally grown crys- 
tals of TbO, (4) with 200 Tot-r oxygen 
pressure at 400°C for 16 hr followed by a 
rapid cooling to 200°C and removal to a 

desiccator. The crystals were then evacu- 
ated and sealed in quartz tubes until used in 
the experiments. 

TbilOzO crystals were ground in a mortar 
under 100% alcohol, and the resulting pow- 
der was suspended by sonication in the 
alcohol and picked up on holey carbon 
grids by dipping in the suspension and 
drying. 

Small crystals with thin edges projecting 
into the holes of the carbon support were 
studied by means of the top-entry JEOL 
4000EX microscope operated at 400 kV. 
The results reported here are from a 
through-focus series of exposures (Af = 
-300 to -650 A) taken over a minute or 
two. The techniques used are described by 
Smith (5). 

Results 

The results are discussed in terms of Fig. 
2, consisting of images of TbO,, which is 
fluorite-related, taken along [21 llF (F = 
fluorite). The separate images (a) through 
(d) requiring a few seconds each to record 
are from a through-focus series taken 
within a minute or two. In interpreting 
these images the apparent superstructure of 
each phase is readily identified from the 
projection of Fig. 1. Since there is no 
thickness change during the experiment the 
unit cell projection would not change in a 
qualitative way. 

The images are placed in Fig. 2 such that, 
by use of the coordinates, reference can be 
made to corresponding regions in each im- 
age. The series captures changes that are 
already occurring when the first image was 
taken. 

In Fig. 2a several patches of structure 
can be identified. At region (A&8) is a 
well-ordered patch of 6 phase (TbliOZO) in 
the [OOl] orientation (see Fig. 1). The speci- 
men was prepared as the TbliOZO composi- 
tion. The core of a region of L phase 
(Tb70i2) is (B-D,3-5). An orientational 
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variant of the TbliOzO [loo], representing 
the main body of the crystal, is to be found 
at (A-L,O-3). The remainder of the figure 
(C-L,3-9) consists almost entirely of an 
image of the fluorite TbO, structure with no 
superstructure. Each black dot in this thin 
region of the crystal corresponds to a col- 
umn of Tb atoms. The composition of this 
region is unknown but is almost certainly 
between Tb70r2 and Tb203 since ordered 
regions of C-type Tb203 are observed to 
emerge in this area at a later time. 

In a matter of about 30 set Fig. 2b was 
taken. Already changes can be observed. 
Region (A+8) [OOI] 6 has reduced in both 
size and degree of order. The greatest 
change is in L phase (B-D,3-7). A disor- 
dered fluorite structure has replaced the 
highly ordered L in this region. There is a 
faint indication of the ordering of the C- 
type Tbz03 at (B-C,4-6). A small area near 
(C,3) remains unchanged. The [OOI] 6 phase 
in the thicker region has changed very little. 

The reduction reaction has progressed 
significantly in Fig. 2c. A minute or so after 
Fig. 2b was taken, the disordered fluorite- 
like TbO, had completely invaded the [OOI] 
6 phase (previously at (A&8)) but still had 
left the [loo] 6 at the bottom almost un- 
changed. Partially ordered C-type Tb203 
occupies much of the region (A-G,4-5) in 
Fig. 2c. 

Finally in Fig. 2d we see that the disor- 
dered fluorite material has replaced the 
[IOO] 6 phase almost to the bottom of the 
figure. The C-type Tb20J is very promi- 
nent in the central region of the figure. In 
some parts the order is quite complete, for 
example, at (H-K,5-7). 

The thin edge of the crystal was the first 
to reduce. The Tb701* was the first to 
disappear, followed by the Tbl,OzO nearest 
the edge, and finally the thicker part of the 
crystal consisting of TbliOzO. As these 
phases disappear they are replaced first by 
a disordered TbOzp,Y in which patches of 
TbzO, nucleate at random and grow. 

Discussion 

As just mentioned, it is clear that under 
imaging conditions the original specimen of 
TbllOzO has reduced to give first a disor- 
dered fluorite-type region with random oxy- 
gen vacancies. The disordered phase, prob- 
ably with a composition near TbOl.s, then 
begins to order into the C-type Tb203. This 
shows that the transformation from lower 
to higher symmetry goes through a high- 
symmetry, thoroughly disordered, interme- 
diate structure. Previous observations of 
the reduction of Pr90i6 or Pr70i2 to C-type 
Prz03 under similar conditions (I) failed to 
show the formation of any ordered interme- 
diate phases. This experience agrees with 
the observations made here where, under 
conditions where the C-type Tb203 would 
be the stable composition under the oxygen 
pressure and temperature of the micro- 
scope, intermediate structures do not form. 
Rather the vacancies, ordered in Tb, 1020 
and Tb70i2, first disorder and then reorder 
as the C-type final product. When the con- 
ditions of temperature and oxygen pressure 
are higher (as in equilibrium experiments 
made on bulk samples) the intermediate 
phases appropriate to these conditions are 
indeed formed. 

The C-type Tb203 nucleates and grows 
independently in the disordered interme- 
diate material as indicated by the lack of 
coherence between the patches of Tb203 at 
(I-L,3-4) and (H-J,6-7), i.e., the unit cell 
boundary is not coincident. This same phe- 
nomenon was observed previously (I). 

Reconstructive transformations are ex- 
pected to occur between two crystalline 
phases separated by some disordered re- 
gion (a few atomic distances thick) through 
which atoms can move and rearrange. In 
the present case, we have shown that the 
transformation occurs differently. An inter- 
mediate disordered phase exists for sec- 
onds or even minutes between the initial 
ordered arrangement and the final one. Ap- 
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parently, the disordered phase is not espe- 
cially unstable. 

We must note that the disordering only 
involves oxygen and not rare earth atoms; 
thus, a generalization of what is observed 
here cannot be made to all kinds of recon- 
structive transformations. Moreover, a big 
composition change occurs within the dis- 
ordered structure during reduction and, ex- 
cept for Tb701?, ordered structures corre- 
sponding to the composition range between 
Tb7012 and TbOl.s are rarely observed in 
the microscope. These two points are con- 
sistent with the relative stability of the 
disordered structure. 

Conclusions 

Evidence is presented that shows the 
disordering of TbllOzo and Tb7012 to a fluo- 
rite-like structure, TbO.,, with random oxy- 
gen vacancies as a definite stage in the 
reduction of these compounds with well- 
ordered oxygen vacancies to another or- 

dered structure that requires a reconstruc- 
tive change. The symmetries first increase 
in the disordered material, then decrease 
somewhat to the C-type TbzOi. The disor- 
dered structure has been found to be rela- 
tively stable in these experiments. 
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